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tools and components
before you begin installation, you will need the following tools:
12” #3 Phillips screwdriver

SDS drill bit

6” #2 Phillips extension bit

drill bit index set

drill/SDS hammer drill

rubber mallet

glass suction cup

eye protection

caulking gun

foam filler

flashing tape

cross string

laser level

chalk line
level

sill pan

plastic block

wood and plastic shim

counter sink
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things to know before you start
Door panels should be stored and transported upside down to avoid damage to the bottom rail extension.
Use glass suction cups to handle door panels.
Multi-slide doors are custom manufactured and are specific to each application.
Prior to installation, review the supplied installation instructions and/or drawings.
Failure to follow these instructions may result in poor performance including, but not limited to, operation,
security, and weatherproofing.
This is a finished product that must be protected before, during, and after installation to prevent damage to
the glass, frame finish, and hardware.
The flush and water barrier sill tracks are supplied with individual track protectors that should be removed
prior to assembly.
Upon installation of the door, track protectors can be cut to length and re-installed to allow for specific panel
operation or no panel operation.
Supplied components will vary depending on the configuration.
Before installation, inspect all components.
Damaged or missing parts should be reported to your supplier immediately.
If your door includes a retractable screen, refer to the installation instructions at
westernvolumeprogram.com (downloads).
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frame components and installation
Frame assembly: each door will have one head assembly, one threshold assembly, and two jamb assemblies
(See diagram 1).
To install:
1. Inspect the rough opening to ensure it has been properly prepared to accept the configuration and size
you are installing.
2. Opening should be waterproofed in accordance with AAMA Installation Masters standard practices
and local building codes.
3. Check the floor to see that it is flat and level. If the floor varies more than .0625”(1/16” per foot) or a total
of .25” (1/4”) over the entire width of the opening, it must be corrected before proceeding.
4. Due to the threshold not being anchored with fasteners, a sill pan is required (not supplied). Seal the pan
into place adding shims as needed to provide a solid, level surface. We recommend not shimming the
sills at all, or only as necessary. The flooring substrate should be modified as necessary to provide a flat,
level surface. If shimming is required, we recommend flat poly shims with a maximum shim space not
to exceed 3”. Important: The sill pan and threshold are required to set completely on the structure’s
floor and should not hang past the flooring substrate. Failure to fully support the threshold can cause
damage and void the warranty of the door.
5. Remove track protectors and determine the top inside of the threshold assembly by facing the weep slots
to the exterior (see diagram 3). Apply a .50” (1/2”) wide by .50” (1/2”) high bed of sealant (Permathane
SM7108 or equivalent) on the pan from jamb to jamb at the innermost point of where the threshold is
to set. Seal from the inside corners to the ends of the threshold assembly. Avoiding the weep slots, apply
sealant to the bottom side of the sill to glue the track down. Inspect the sealant to ensure that a water
barrier is present across the full width of the opening and 6” up each jamb (see diagram 4).
6. Position the threshold on the floor in the exact location. Walk down the track to press the sealant down.
Do not shim threshold. All shimming is done to the pan. Note: Vinyl is flexible and care should be taken
to true-up the sill before securing it in place and sealing it to the sill pan. To do this, extend a line from
one end of the sill to the other on the exterior edge. Then, move the sill so that any bow or runout is
straightened and the line and the frame are parallel.
continued on next page 4
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frame components and installation
frame install continued 4
7. Inspect the opening header to confirm that it is ready to receive the door head assembly and that there is
sufficient backing for anchoring. Based on the net frame height shown on the shop drawings, determine
if additional material should be added to the header to minimize shimming.
8. Using a plumb bob or extension level, project a sufficient number of points onto the structure above to
locate the head assembly directly above the threshold assembly. Pre-drill head using a 3/16” drill bit. Each
head track should be anchored dead center every 24” on center.
9. Carefully raise the head assembly into position. Temporarily anchor using #10 x 2” Phillips pan head
screws to hold it safely. Note: Vinyl is flexible and care should be taken to true-up the head before
securing it in place and to the structure. To do this, extend a line from one end of the head to the
other on the exterior edge. Then, adjust the head so that any bow or runout is straightened and that
the line and the frame are parallel with each other and the sill.
10. Seal the pre-drilled hole(s) in the threshold end plates using Permathane SM7108 or an equivalent. While
holding the jamb in place, raise or lower the head to align the holes in the jamb with the holes in the
head and sill end plates. Anchor using #10 x 1 1/4” Phillips pan head screws (See diagram 2 for end plate/
jamb assembly).
11. Shim the lock jambs to ensure they will be plumb and anchor to the structure through the drilled holes
using #10 x 2” Phillips pan head screws. Note: Pre-drilling jambs with a 3/16” drill bit every 36” on center
is recommended. If your door includes a retractable screen, refer to the installation instructions at
westernvolumeprogram.com (downloads).
12. Complete the jamb assembly by placing the jamb filler into the jamb. With a non-marring mallet and
plastic block, lightly tap it into place.
13. Complete the anchoring of the head assembly to ensure that it is flat, level, and parallel with
the threshold.
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panel components and installation
Panel components: The number of fixed and operating panels will depend on the configuration of the
door. Familiarize yourself with the shop drawings to determine the amount of fixed, intermediate, and lead
panels. Lead panels have a lock mechanism. Fixed panels have no rollers. Intermediate panels will have two
interlock stiles.
To install:
1. Locate and remove the black foam blocks from the head channels. The blocks are approximately 1” x 1” x
2”. Except for the locking panel track, there will be one block in each channel. Temporarily set them aside.
They will be reinstalled when the panel installation is complete (See diagram 1, frame assembly for foam
block location).
2. Each panel is marked with the unit number and identified as a lead, intermediate, or fixed panel. Locate
the lead panel (contains the lock mechanism). The lead panel will be installed first on the extreme inside
track. From the outside of the building, with the glazing stops to the outside, lean the top of the panel
in, insert it into the extreme interior head track, and lower it onto the threshold. Important: Do not roll
panels until wheels are adjusted or damage to sill will occur.
3. Using a #3 Phillips head screwdriver on the adjustment screw at the bottom of each stile, adjust the rollers
to achieve a minimum dimension of approximately .25” (1/4”) from the bottom of the stile to the top
surface of the threshold. Important: Do not use impact drivers. Hand tighten only.
4. Roll the panel toward the lock jamb to view the vertical gap between the panel and jamb. Make final roller
adjustments so that the gap is consistent from top to bottom while maintaining a minimum height of .25”
above the surface of the sill. This is measured from the bottom of the panel profile to the top edge of the
sill profile (not including the skirt).
5. Locate the intermediate panel that is to be installed directly adjacent to the lead panel. From the outside
of the building, with glazing stops to the outside and a portion of the panel overlapping the interlocker
of the lead panel, insert the top into the next head track and lower onto the threshold. Repeat the same
process with the remaining panels. Temporarily adjust the rollers on the active panels so that they roll
freely. Maintain a minimum adjustment height of .25” above the surface of the sill. This is measured from
the bottom of the panel profile to the top edge of the sill profile (not including the skirt).
continued on next page 4
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panel components and installation
panel install continued 4
6. When installing a door with a premium handle set, add the bump stop (included in the hardware kit) to
the lead panel. This will prevent the handle set from contacting the second operating panel. Locate the
pre-drilled 7/32” X 3/8” deep hole on the exterior of the bottom rail. Match the bump stop set pin to the
hole. Drill a 1/8” X 1” deep hole for the attachment screw. Run the set screw into the hole. Insert black
bump stop into the aluminum housing. Should the panel be received without the pre-drilled location
holes, simply use the template (provided with installation instructions) to locate.
7. If applicable, fixed panels will go in last. Refer to the accompanying drawing for details. Three
attachment screws (#8 x 1.5” Phillips flathead) will run through the jamb into the aluminum fixed spacer
(see diagram 5). Pre-drill with a 9/64” drill bit at a 45-degree angle.
8. Make final adjustments to the panel rollers to achieve optimum alignment throughout the entire door.
Maintain a minimum height of .25” measured from the bottom of the panel profile to the top edge of
the sill profile (not including the skirt).
9. With the door in the fully closed position and from the exterior of the building, reinstall the black foam
blocks (from the first installation step) up into the head channels and against the small black plug to
close the head channel gap above the panel (intermediate and fixed panels only).
10. Seal the bottom, jamb, and head of the fixed panel to the frame on the interior side. Seal the interior
side of the threshold to the floor from jamb to jamb. Seal the exterior of the door frame at the head and
jambs. Do not seal the exterior of the threshold. The weep slots on the exterior of the threshold must
remain open.
Congratulations, installation of the Series 3600 Vinyl Multi-Slide Door is complete.
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bumper stop template

Line Up With Top of Bottom Rail

#2 Drill

#29 Drill

Line Up Against Lock Stile

XO Configuration

Line Up With Top of Bottom Rail

#29 Drill

#2 Drill

Line Up Against Lock Stile

OX Configuration
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optional exterior return kit installation
Things to know:
If you have selected the optional stucco return kit, see below for important information regarding the
purpose of this kit and its intended use.
1. Depending on the market, you have purchased either a 1” exterior return or a 1 3/8” stucco return.
2. The intended use of this kit is to provide a return to aid in the installation process and create a solid return
for exterior finish applications. This return is designed to work only with multi-slide doors from Western
Window Systems (see diagrams 7, 8, 9, and 10 for head and jamb return applications and suggested
framing details).
3. The return is factory-applied and sealed to the individual frame parts (head and jambs only). It is the
responsibility of the installer to assemble the frame and apply the supplied corner pieces to the nail fin
prior to positioning the door frame in the opening or after frame is installed (see diagram 6). Important:
The return is not the primary anchoring point for the perimeter frame of the door. The frame must be
anchored through the jambs and the head. A quality flashing material, preferably a moldable membrane,
should be applied to the studs in weatherboard fashion and with a liberal amount of caulking applied to
the back of the nail fin prior to standing the door frame in the opening. Additional fasteners must be used
to secure the nail fin to the stud face. Corrosion-resistant fasteners, used to secure the frame to the stud
face, should be placed every 12 to 16 inches around the perimeter of the frame. Do not apply a fastener
within 3” in either direction of the top corners per AAMA 2400 Method B installation standards (see
diagrams 7, 8, 9, and 10 for jamb anchoring locations).
4. Seal the back and front side of the applied corner sections at the top of each jamb extending a minimum
of 3” in each direction to ensure a weathertight seal (see diagram 6). Follow the frame installation
directions to finish the installation.
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diagram 1
frame assembly

head track
assembly

head
end plate

head
end plate

jamb attachment
screws (#10 x 11/4 PPH)

lock jamb
strike insert

jamb attachment
screws (#10 x 11/4 PPH)

foam block
(at head)

fixed jamb
assembly

jamb
filler

lock jamb
assembly

jamb attachment
screws (#10 x 11/4 PPH)

jamb filler

jamb attachment

t-hold
end plate

screws (#10 x 11/4 PPH)

t-hold
end plate

exterior

threshold track
assembly

foam blocking at
head (installed)

foam block
(at head)
panel
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diagram 2
end plates and jambs at assembly
0.13” end plate at head (not continuous at height)

head track
end plate

frame size height

head track
assembly

lock jamb
assembly

t-hold track
end plate

threshold track
assembly

0.13” end plate at head (not continuous at height)
frame size width

exterior
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track protectors and weep holes

track protectors

t-hold end plate
track
caps

exterior
weep hole
(do not block)
weep hole
(do not block)
t-hold end plate

weep hole
(do not block)
threshold track
assembly
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sealant and weep holes

t-hold end plate
threshold track
assembly

no caulking on
exterior side of sill

weep holes
(do not block)
weep holes
(do not block)

exterior

t-hold end plate
weep holes
(do not block)

interior

sealant (avoid blocking weep holes)

Note: the same sealant method can be done with a hard pan.
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fixed panel assembly
interlock

stile

top rail
stile at interlock

head
top rail

top rail at head assembly
fixed stile with fixed spacer

security fastener
Qty-3 at height (top, middle, bottom)
fixed panel spacer

stile
interlock stile
fixed jamb

stile at jamb assembly

exterior

bottom rail
fixed panel skirt

bottom rail with skirt

t-hold
bottom rail at t-hold assembly
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aluminum corner cover

aluminum
corner cover

back view
attachment
screw
sealant

butter
edges

nail-fin/stucco
return at head
track assembly
corner cover at attached
front view

sealant

exterior

nail-fin/stucco return
at jamb assembly

butter
edges

corner cover at attached
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diagram 7
(E671) 1.375” stucco return profile head track application
anchor screws (typ)
(#10 x 2 pan head)
1.38”

9.00”

continuous blocking required
1/4”
shim
gap

stucco

2x6
blocking

2x4
blocking

1.00” foam
material
1-3/8” stucco
return (exterior)

F.S. 0.48”

E671

wrap drywall
around 2x4 and
die into head

exterior
1.44”

8.38” track width

punched hole

exterior
1-3/8” stucco return
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diagram 8
(E673) 1.00” stucco return profile head track application

1.00”

0.50”

anchor screws (typ)
(#10 x 2 pan head)
9.00”

2x6
blocking

stucco

1/4”
shim
gap

continuous blocking required

2x4
blocking

shear
1” stucco
return (exterior)

F.S. 0.48”

E673

wrap drywall
around 2x4 and
die into head

exterior
1.56”

8.38” track width

punched hole

exterior
1” stucco return
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diagram 9
(E671) 1.375” stucco return profile jamb application

wrap drywall around
2x4 and die into jamb

0.13” endplate at head & sill (typ)
(not continuous at height)

2x4 blocking

continuous
blocking required

9.00”

8.38” track
width

1/4”
shim gap
2x6 blocking
anchor screws (typ)
(#10 x 2 pan head)

1.38”

E671
stucco
1.00” foam material

1-3/8” stucco return (exterior)

1.44”

0.48”
F.S.

exterior

exterior

1-3/8” stucco return
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diagram 10
(E673) 1.00” stucco return profile jamb application

wrap drywall around
2x4 and die into jamb

0.13” endplate at head & sill (typ)
(not continuous at height)

2x4 blocking

continuous
blocking required

9.00”

8.38” track width

1/4”
shim gap
2x6 blocking

0.50”

anchor screws (typ)
(#10 x 2 pan head)

E673

1.00”
stucco
shear
1-3/8” stucco return (exterior)

1.56”

0.48”
F.S.

exterior

exterior

1” stucco return
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